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Numeracy 

Fractions, Decimals and Percentages 

Children will be able to: 

 State the everyday context in which simple 

fractions, percentages or decimal fractions 

are used. 

 Explain the relationship between a simple 

fraction, decimal fraction and percentage. 

 Find a percentage of a quantity. 

 Add and subtract decimal fractions. 

 Multiply and divide decimal fractions by a 

single digit, 10 and 100. 

 

Health and Wellbeing 

Indoor PE:  Rugby sessions delivered by Biggar RFC 

Outdoor PE: Cross country training 

 

Pupils will continue to engage with the ‘8 Wellbeing 

Indicators’ and will explore how the indicators can 

help us to keep on top of our social, emotional and 

physical wellbeing. We will be focussing on the ‘active.’ 

respected’ and ‘responsible’ indicators this term. As 

part of our PE programme, cross country training will 

begin in preparation for the Clydesdale Cross Country 

event at Lanark Racecourse on Friday 6th March. 

This will consist of warm up jogs, laps of Kildare Park 

and sprints. Our training will take place on Tuesdays 

and Fridays and an appropriate outdoor P.E kit will be 

required on these days.  

 

 

Lanark Grammar Science Fair 

This term, pupils will be offered the 

opportunity to take part in the LGS Science 

Fair as part of British Science Week. This 

opportunity will be offered as a homework task 

and would involve pupils producing a display to 

be judged by STEM Ambassadors on Thursday 

19th March from 6pm-9pm. More info to follow! 

 

Literacy 

This term, pupils will be reading a group text in class 

(Carrie’s War/ The Iron Man/ A Footballer Called 

Flip) and will undertake tasks related to their 

reading focussing on predicting, synthesising, 

determining importance and inferring. During our 

taught writing sessions we will focus on narrative 

writing. Weekly spelling words and grammar lessons 

will also feature. Children should continue with a 

personal reader at home and are more than welcome 

to borrow a text from school. Additionally, children 

can record what they’ve read in their First Minister’s 

Reading Challenge booklet.  

 

Scots 

This term, Primary 7 will complete a Scots Research 

Project as part of their homework. Pupils will be 

asked to research and create a project based upon 

one aspect of Scottish history, geography or culture. 

This will be due on Wednesday 5th February. The 

project winner will be announced at Scots Evening on 

Wed 5th Feb – Please find additional information 

about the project in homework folders.  

Additionally, as part of our Scots learning, the pupils 

will learn a verse from Burns’ ‘Address to a Haggis’ 

and will also be asked to learn and recite an individual 

Scots poem.   

 

Social Studies 

This term, Room 10 will be stepping back to the 

time of the Tudors by investigating the life and 

times of Mary, Queen of Scots. Through this 

topic, children will develop their skills in:  

-Using both primary and secondary sources of 

evidence in an investigation about the past.  

-Placing an event appropriately within a 

historical timeline.  

-Describing at least two ways in which past 

events or the actions of individuals or groups 

have shaped Scottish society. 

-Describing and discussing at least three 

similarities and differences between their own 

life and life in a past society. 
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